
Trajectories: 3D Shapes and Composing 3D Shapes 
Levels: 3D Perceiver; Separate Blocks Actor  Let’s Explore with Blocks! 

  
 

Science:   
• Gravity 
• Force and Motion 

 
Technology:  
• Sequencing: Follows 1-step 

directions 
• Repetition: Intentionally 

does something more than 
once 

 
    Engineering: 

• Create: Repeats actions to 
make things happen 

 

Unit Objective: Children will explore foundational geometry concepts of 3D shapes through play.  
 
Lesson Objective:  Very young children see 3D shapes better when they are moving. Through rolling balls, 
filling containers, grasping and dropping blocks, and other beginning play, children will be exposed to common 
3D shapes and begin to learn their names.  
 
 

Age: Birth to 24 months  
Grouping:  Center 

Beginning of the Lesson (Engage): Vocabulary 
Mouthing is to be expected during shape exploration. Use toys that can be cleaned 

easily and be mindful of choking hazards.  

• Materials: 

• Blocks are smooth sided, not interlocking, and there are several types 
(hollow cardboard or plastic, wooden, cloth, and foam) 

• There are different block shapes – a classic set includes cubes, prisms, 
hemispheres, cones, and cylinders  

• Other toys that are colorful and easy to grasp- balls, rattles, etc.  

• There is a large, flat space that is protected from classroom traffic 

• There are at least two types of accessories: transportation, people, 
animals, etc. 

o There should be several choices within each of these types. If 
transportation is an accessory, there are three cars, three 
trucks, and a perhaps a construction vehicle 

o Diversity note: if including people as accessories, this is a great 
place to show differences in race, gender, gender roles, and 
ability 

Preparing the Environment for 
Access 

 
Fine Motor: Large, soft blocks are 
easier to grasp for young infants 
and children who have motor skill 
delays.  
 
Gross Motor: Some children may 
be more comfortable at a table 
during block play. If this is the 
case, ensure the table is big 
enough, free of other items, and 
the appropriate height. Allow 
children to sit up on their own if 
capable. Otherwise, situate them 
in an appropriate way like on 
their tummy or an adaptive chair.  

 
Manipulation 

• Mouth 

• Hold 

• Drop 

• Knock over 
 

Shapes 

• Cube 

• Sphere  

• Prism  
 

Spatial Words 

• In/ out 

• On top 

 

 

During the Lesson (Explore, Observe, Extend): 
Instruction Supports for Differentiation 



Observing Play  

Providing an environment that is conducive to free play with 3D objects and time to play will support 
development. An important role of the adult in this environment is to:  

1. observe children’s play to understand their level  
2. use mathematical language to describe the toys (spatial relationships, shape names)  
3. give specific feedback about what children are doing in their play 

 

1. Exploring Shapes 

• Encourage children to reach for toys by placing them just out of their reach. Give choices between two 
objects when offering toys and notice if the child has a preference in color, material, size, etc. 

• Help the development of fine motor skills by showing children they can hold toys in both hands at the 
same time. Encourage repeated dropping and picking up. Show how two objects can be clapped 
together to make sounds.  

• What you say: 
o “The sphere rolls, and the cube bounces!” 
o “You are holding two blocks. You are shaking the block. Oh no, one block fell on the floor!” 
o “Watch how I can put one cube one top of another. Can you do that?” 

 
2. Exploring Blocks and Containers  

• Provide various containers in different shapes and sizes. Model how to put the blocks into the 
container and dump them out again.  

• Introduce very simple shaper sorters- ones with two or three openings and model how blocks only fit 
in their corresponding hole.  

• What you say: 
o If children are pre-verbal or just beginning to speak, match their language level by using 

very short phrases: “blocks in, blocks out!” 
o “When you turn the box upside down, the balls fall out! The balls are spheres.”  
o “It looks like you have three cars in the bowl; can you fit one more?” 
o “Can you please put this cube in the bucket? Cube in!”  

Language: 

• Narrate student’s play or your own 
play to explicitly teach key vocabulary. 
 

Social Emotional: 

• Give clear expectations of appropriate 
block play before beginning the 
activity.  

• Remember that sharing is high level 
cooperation skill. Observe how young 
children solve conflict over materials 
and don’t interfere to help (as long as 
children are safe).  

 
Cognitive: 

• Model play for children and invite 
them to participate, narrate their 
engagement with the blocks.  

• Utilize high contrast, like black and 
white books with simple shapes and 
red objects on a green or black 
background. 

 
Gross Motor  

•  Place some blocks just out of their 
reach; do they put effort into 
stretching to get the block?  

 
Visual/ Auditory 

• Be mindful of visual clutter. 
Young babies have limited vision 
and will focus better on a few 
objects on a plain background.  

 

 



Closing the Lesson (Observe & Summarize) 

Instruction (Observe, Summarize) Supports for Differentiation 

 
Observe again following interactions described in previous section. Consider children’s level.  
 
Questions to ask self while observing development: 

• Math Concept-- 
o Do they recognize shape names? 

• Language- 
o Can the child answer my questions about their play? (Maybe non-verbally with a gesture) 

• Fine motor- 
o Are some toys easier for the child to grasp than others? 
o Is the child able to accurately clap blocks together?  

• Gross motor- 
o Can the child sit up while playing with objects? 
o Do they stretch to grab toys that are out of their reach? 

• Cognitive- 
o Does the child show interest in stacking?  
o Do they play with toys without modeling? 

• Social-Emotional-  
o What is important to the child in this play? 
o Do they share their toys with peers?  

Auditory and social- Read stories about shapes. At this level, you may only get through couple of pages 
before the child loses interest. Keep them engaged by pointing to pictures and using relevant vocabulary. 
You may just use books as a visual representation of the shapes instead of reading the text on every page. 

• “This book has a sphere. The big, green ball you were playing with today was also a sphere.”  
 
Auditory and individual- During social conversations (mealtime, diapering/bathroom break, outdoors, etc.) 
help children make connections with things that are happening or have happened in their everyday life with 
the activity. 

• “We played with blocks today, didn’t we? The blocks were shaped like cubes.” 
 
Visual and individual- Make note of what elements of play interest the child most. In an early childhood 
education setting, you can use these notes to share with the caregiver about what was done that day.  

• “Olivia held rattles in both hands today. She really liked hitting them together!”  
 

Use observation to document children’s 
level and return to this for planning.   

  

For children needing additional support:  

• Limit the number of toys available 
to the child at a time.  

• Think about ways to engage other 
sense to increase focus- blocks 
that jingle or light up, for example.  

 For children needing more of a 
challenge: 

• Ask children to label shapes as 
they play, especially cube and 
sphere 

• Introduce more 3D shapes: prism, 
cone, cylinder  

 

Books about 3D Shapes: 

• “My Toys Have Shapes” by Bobbie 
Kalman 

• “Play with Shapes” by Joyce Markovics 

• “3-D Shapes” by Marina Cohen 
 

 


